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The Great Gulf 
of Feminism 

I• INTRODUCTION 

The claim of_t�is paper is t�at there are going on under the 
name of f em1n1sm two radically unconnected kinds of idea 
and ac�ivity, whose distinctness seems not to be generally 
recognized, and whose conflation presents a considerable 
danger to the movement. 

On the face of it, the distinction in question sounds so far 
from unrecognized as hardly to merit comment at all. It is 
most simply characterized as the difference between the 
pur�uit of sexual equality against the background of prevail
ing ideals and standards and the challenging of those ideals 
and standards themselves; and that, as it stands, is probably 
the most familiar basis of all for classifying the range of 
opinion in a notoriously diverse movement. According to 
this view of things, feminism started with the aim of 
achieving for women the righ�s and oppor:t�nities al�eady 
available to men; but then, while some fem1n1sts continued 
to think that nothing more was ne�de�, �thers began to 
argue that since all the background 1nst1tuttons and norms
had themselves been established during millennia of male
supremacy they must themselves be permeated by maleness,
and that there was a limi� to the value of �hat could be
achieved by women's �eeku:ig �nly (as Germaine Greer said)
'equality of opportunity w1th1n the status qu�; free admis-. the world of the ulcer and the coronary t And so thes1on to . . f I . h d · traditional fern1n1sm '? equa . rig ts an equal opportunities
- often referred to, d1sparag1ngly by the unsympathetic, as
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liberal feminism - became regarded by feminists who 
wanted to go on to the second stage as tinkering with the 
surf ace of the problem, and offering women only the illusion 
of liberation i_n � world created by men in their own image. 
The new f em1n1sm was seen, by contr_ast, as radica_l, going 
beyond the old demands for equal nghts by calling into 
question all patriarchal values. 

There is a sense in which the gulf that is the subject of this 
paper is appropriately understood as dividing the pursuit of 
equality for women within the status quo from feminist 
challenges to the status quo itself. Everything depends, 
however, on how the two sides are interpreted. The analyti
cal structure I want to propose here, and which I think is 
essential for the proper analysis of feminist issues, starts by 
sounding familiar enough, but may be unexpected in detail 
and in its implications. 

What I want to argue is this. 
First, although the original kind of feminism - the sort 

whose preoccupation is the equal treatment of the sexes, and 
which I shall for convenience call traditional or egalitarian
feminism - has, indeed, been in some recognizable sense 
liberal, to think of it as essentially liberal is to mistake 
accident for essence. The traditional, equalizing feminism is 
best understood as having nothing to do with liberalism. 

Second, this kind of feminism has in itself, when taken 
seriously enough, great radical potential: quite enough to 
cope with Germaine Greer's concerns, and others of a 
similar kind. The relatively cautious aims of the early fem
inists were far more limited than was justified by the prin
ciples on which their equalizing arguments implicitly 
depended and feminists can push far into the terrain that 
would n�rmally be thou�ht r�di�al while still pursuing 
nothing more than equality w1th1n the status quo, even 
where that status quo is br�adly liberal. 

Third it is of course pos�1ble to become more radical still 
by goin� further _and rejecting the status quo again.st which 
the equalizing 1s supposed to happen. At this stage, 
however, the change is not a matter of degree, but of kind. 
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• 01· ng on here is not a radical extension of egalitarian
11.fTkat tS g f · · 

h h w 11 • •  m pursued by em1n1sts w o want a t  oroughgoing 
ftj1�15

0 ;0 the problems of patriarchy rather than cosmetic
SO uhYngs up, but something totally unrelated to it. If par
t?Ular proposals made at this level are feminist at all, they 
ocu so in a quite different sense, unconnected with the first. 
this strand of feminism lies on the other side of the gulf. 

And, finally, it is not just that the two sides are uncon
nected. The unconnectedness might not matter if the two 
aspects were reco_gnized as ?isti�ct; but if they are not ( and 
evidence of their conflation 1s everywhere), the con
sequences may be serious. If the second kind is mistakenly 
thought of as a radical extension of the first, there is a danger 
that, far from purging feminism of all patriarchal taint, it 
may have effects that are seriously conservative, tending to
entrench significant aspects of the traditional subjection of 
women, and to undermine what are, by any feminist stan
dards, essential aims of the movement.

The rest of the paper is in four parts. The first argues that
the traditional, egalitarian feminism is best understood as
having nothing to do with liberalism, and, liberal or not, as 
having great radical potential in its own right. The second 
discusses the other kind of f etninist activity, for convenience 
of contrast (but tentatively) referred to as radical f�minism, 
and explains why the two are unco?nected. _The third shows 
how problems may result from their con�us1�n, and sugg�sts 
how they may be avoided. The final s�c�1on 1s about the im

plications of these arguments for fem1n1sm as a movement. 

2 · EGALITARIAN FEMINISM

· · d Liberalism
2.1 · Feminism an 

. - as we know it began to develop as a sig-
�hen f eminisment in the mid nineteenth century, there was n1fi.can� movem ture 0£ laws, institutions and conventionsa_ �assi

d
vefis�ru

g
c the p0sitions of the sexes, to the conspicuous
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disadvantage of women. Women were excluded from most 
areas of education and from most kinds of work that might 
offer respectability or independence. This left them with 
hardly any respectable alternatives to marriage, and in 
marriage ther were subject to co_nstraints that systematically 
placed the_m 1_n the pow�r of their husbands. And since they
had no voice tn the making of laws, there was very little they 
could do about it. 

The first aim of feminism the ref ore was, and still is in 
many parts of the world, to remove all the laws that imposed 
specific disadvantages on women, and to that extent bring 
about equal treatment of the sexes. The next, by a natural 
extension, was to attack the informal devices - typically 
discrimination in education and work- which worked as the 
continuation of law by other means. 

Now it is easy to see why the pursuit of this kind of 
equality attracted the label of liberal feminism. Feminists 
were demanding for women the rights and opportunities 
that were increasingly being accepted as the entitlements of 
men, and which are now thought of as characteristic of 
liberalism. By the time the scattered protests about the 
traditional position of women had swelled to a volume that 
could not be ignored, it was widely accepted that people 
should not be confined to the positions into which they 
were born, and that both individuals and society benefited 
when everyone was free to rise as far as their merits would 
allow. People, or at least men, were encouraged to fix their 
eyes on 'removable inequalities': on the example of self
made men, and the vistas of success (supposedly) opening 
on the road of hard work, sobriety and thrift. And although 
defenders of the traditional position of women did their best 
_ as defenders of tradition typically do - to justify their 
convictions in terms of these prevailing principles, it was 
increasingly clear to all impartial investigators that this 
simply could _not b� _done. The various devices that kept 
women in their trad1t1onal pla.ce were not a consequence of
liberal princi�les; they were 1ndep�ndent of and even in
compatible with them, and gave arb1tary advantages to men 
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at the expense of.women. The first aim.of feminism was to
remove these arbitrary advantages, and 1n that respect bringabout eq�ality in the treatme!1t ?f the sexes. 

Feminists who pursued this line were, therefore liberal 
feminists, in the sense that the removal of the an�malous 
restrictions on women :would �av� the effect of bringing 
women under the same liberal principles as directed the lives 
of men. And, as it happened, most of them were probably 
positiv�ly in f�vou� of the .prevailing ideals. But when the 
matter IS rut 10 thts way lt Can be seen that the feminist 
pursu�t o equalitr w�s qui.te dist�nct, �n principle, from 
anything to do with liberalism. Liberalism is a particular 
political theory, in competition with feudalism, socialism, 
fascism and all the rest. But any such set of ideals can have 
superimposed on it, and at odds with it, restrictions that 
arbitrarily disadvantage one group; and the feminist pursuit 
of equality, whose aim was the removal of the superimposed 
restrictions that confined women to their sphere, would 
have been exactly the same kind of thing if it had occurred 
against any other background and had aimed at the impartial 
treatment of women and men by any other set of standards. 
The moral underpinnings of the campaign _for wo�en's 
equality can be specified with�ut any. mention of liberal 
principles. An objection to arbitrary disadvantage appeals 
not to any positive princil-?lc about how people sh�u!d be 
treated and society organized, but only to t�e m1n11nal, 
negative idea that the intere�ts. of one gr�up s members 
should not be regarded as intnns1cally more important than
those of any other's. 2 

• d h Id A d. . 11.b I feminist ,n other wor s, s ou nottra 1t1ona 1 era ' . 
be thought of as sorneone whose pn_mary
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women �hich �ot:ny general principles, and which 
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cumulatively, if not necessarily individually, amount to an 
arbitrary disadvan�ging ?f women. �ow �ifferent this is
from a positive desrre to rmplement liberalism can be seen
from the fact that if such a feminist is working against a non-

liberal background she will not, qua egalitarian feminist, 
make any attempt to bring liberal principles into being; all 
she will do is try to bring about the impartial application of
whatever principles do prevail. Conversely, if she is work
ing against a background of liberalism she will not, again
qua egalitarian feminist, be concerned with failures of liber
alism in other areas, or with the working out of other kinds 
of anomaly within liberalism itself. 

To put the matter in a helpfully familiar if not entirely 
accurate way, the traditional feminist campaign can be seen 
not as anything specifically to do with liberalism, but as
against double standards. 3 A complaint that standards are 
double - not impartially applied to both sides - is quite 
distinct from a complaint that any particular standard is in
itself wrong. A campaign to change background political 
values is quite different from a campaign to get women and 
men treated according to the same set of values, whatever 
those are, and it is this that traditional, egalitarian feminism• 
is essentially about. 

2.. 2 · Radical Equalizing 

When the original kind of feminism is seen in this way, as _amovement to dislodge the preconceptions about the posi
tion of women that prevent the proper implementation of
any general ideals and principles, it is clear that it does not, 
so far, make any positive recommendations at all about how 
women should be treated o� ho� society should be organ
ized. The demand for equality, m the sense of the ending of
arbitr��y p�vilt:ge, so far entails nothing at all about the
ways m which either sex should be treated. Specific political 
arguments so far take only an ad hominem form directed 
to anyo�e who accepts the minimal principle 'that one
group's mterests should not be arbitrarily preferred to
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ther's and whose ideas about the position of women are� o

ompa;ible with the principles that are appealed to ininc 
'S. h 

. . l ther contexts. ince t ese are your princ1p es,' the feminist:rgument goes, :this is '!'�at your treatmen� of women oughtto be.' The specific political recommendations of traditionalliberal feminists are the consequence of this kind of equaliz
ing against a lib�ral background. 

It may be obJected, the ref ore, that although this way oflooking at things does in some technical sense break the connection of traditional feminism with liberalism, it does so only at an absurdly high price, and in a spurious way. Ifliberal feminism as it is usually understood is regarded by radical £ eminists as unsatisfactory because it leaves too much 
of the traditional background intact, the kind of neutralegalitarian feminism described here must seem feebler still because it leaves in place any background, even ones that are much less satisfactory than liberalism. And anyway (the objection may continue), there is no point in making this subtle distinction between mere equalizing against a liberal background and positively accepting that bac_kgrou1_1d. Egalitarian feminism may be so neutral as to entail no!h1ng positive about the treatment of women, hut there 1s no real difference between a positive endor�ement of whatever 
background is in place and a �e_re failure_ t� produce a 
positive alternative. Even if trad1uon�l f e�101sts have _not 
actively been pursuing the ideals of �1�erahsm they m1gh

d
t . ll h b ·nee all the policies they have presse JUst as we ave een, st l d b 1·b alf . 

omen proper y treate y 1 er or amount to getting w some other standard d d If h d not propose ,stan ar s. . t ey . 0 lied liberalism is just what theirtherefore, an impar tially app 
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aims at making both kinds of change. Before that, however 
it is worth recognizing how startlingly radical egalitari� 
feminism can potentially be, even while remaining con
strained by broadly liberal ideas. 

Suppose, then, we decided to leave our ordinary, prevail
ing, vaguely liberal and rationalist background intact, and to 
�o no�hing but concent�ate withi� that framework on get
ting rid of the anomalies resulting from preconceptions 
about the nature and situation of women. What kinds of 
thing should we need to do? An adequate account of the 
possibilities here would need a book in itself, but some 
indication needs to be given for contrast with the second 
part of this paper. Consider, then, as a relatively simple 
illustration, the familiar issue of employment, and the lib
eral principle that any job should go to the person best able 
to do it. 

Here the first aims of egalitarian feminism are familiar and 
relatively straightforward. It is easy to show that all the 
traditional arguments for keeping women out of men's 
territory simply fail in their own terms. 6 The first task, 
therefore, is to remove the restrictions against women, and 
allow them to compete on the same terms as men. 

But complications quickly set in. If the idea is to make 
sure any job is done by the most suitable person, it is not 
enough to remove the formal restrictions; you also need to 
make sure that informal discrimination in the selection 
process is not producing the same effect in other ways. That 
prompts tighter rules to control informal discrimination; 
but when feminist research suggests, as it quickly does, that 
there are systematic failures of impartiality of which their 
perpetrators (and presumably also observers) are quite 
unaware, 7 it becomes clear that even the most stringent rules 
are not enough. Research is �eede�, first into the extent of 
the unconscious bias that still exists, then into the kinds 
of mechanism by which_ it �ight be counteracted and 
(a different kind o� e�quiry) into the moral acceptability 
and political pract1cabty of whatever strategies look as

though they might have some chance of working. And then,
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eventually, there c�me� the J?Olitical task of trying to imple
ment whatever poh_cy 1s decided on. 

This work alone 1s enough to keep seventy feminists with 
seventy mops sweeping for seve�ty years. �ut even this only 
scratches the surf ace, because since working practices de
veloped _at a time ���n women were_ excluded, there arises 
the obvious possib1hty that even with perfectly impartial selection the present arrangements might not be the best ones to achieve what they are supposed to be aiming at ( such as productivity in business, to keep the illustration as simple as possible). They are conspicuously ill-adapted for combining with the care of children; they may also, for all we know, be unsuited to women in other ways as well. Perhaps women may tend to produce better results - even given the present aims of employers - by rather different methodsfrom men, which have been systematically overlooked. If 
so, and if a radical reorganization of work that made thingsbetter for women could also produce better results for 
employers, such a reorganization would itself be justified by 
the aims of egalitarian feminism, because failure to make the 
change would amount to benefiting men in a way that ran 
counter to the principle of getting the wo_rk done as well as 
possible. 8 Once again research and experiment are needed, 
followed by the moral and political_ assessmen� of options

for change. But potentially (�very t�ing_ depend!n_g on what

is turned up by the analysis) eg�htanan fem1n1sm_ could 
provide a justification for change 1n almost everything �e 
think about the organization and co!lduct . of work, s_ttll 
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pursuing equality within the status quo. Although at one 
level all that has been described goes on within the status 
quo ( a broad liberalism), it also allows for very many 
changes to social arrangements, values and standards, at 
what might be called more superficial levels. If it turned out 
that women tended to achieve better results in work by 
different methods from men, and those methods had pre
viously been disregarded or denigrated, that would justify 
changes in the criteria used to assess promising candidates 
and approaches to problems; if it turned out that under
valued female skills (perhaps in personal relationships, to 
take a typical feminist example) produced unexpectedly 
good results of a straightforwardly productive kind, this 
line of argument would justify their becoming valued. And 
if such arguments could justify a radical reorganization of 
working practices, there is a sense in which they would have 
justified sweeping changes in the status quo. But still in all 
these cases the argument for change at the relatively superfi
cial levels would itself appeal to deeper values and standards. 
The claim at each stage would be that beliefs and habits of 
mind either about the nature and position of women, or 
which arose during the time of their exclusion, were in
comptible with the values and standards appealed to at a 
deeper level, and worked to the arbitrary disadvantage of 
women. 

Arguments of this kind, potentially defending changes of 
a far-reaching sort, apply in all other areas of social 
and intellectual concern. Work may be the most obvious 
example, but similar problems arise for education and par
ticipation in public life. There is also the whole issue of 
arrangements for relationships between the sexes and the 
rearing of children, where it takes very little argument to 
show that the traditional arrangements will not do - they 
gave arbitrary advantage to men by any_ standards - but 
where even within liberalism, it is not in the least clear 
what ;hould be put in their plac�. Then� going b�yond 
questions of political values, the�� is the wider question of 
beliefs about the nature and position of women. Once the 
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traditional position of women has been recognized for what
it is, it becomes cl�ar that a ��eat many received �eliefs m?st
be questioned, since tradit1?n has alwars tn�d to hide
the devices that keep subordinate groups 1n their place by
fostering the idea that their natures would keep them there
anyway. This �eans that a radica! ret�inking is needed of
large tracts of history and the social sciences, and even, to
some extent, biology. And in other parts of academic
investigation, special consideration needs to be given to
whether the actual or potential contributions of women may
have been systematically disregarded for reasons incompat
ible, at a deep level, with prevailing standards of judgement
and rationality. This is still all justified by the feminist
pursuit of equal treatment, whose radical potential is again
considerable. 

How much would be changed by a feminist movementthat actually succeeded in achieving equality within anystatus quo - something we are not in sight of yet - wouldpresumably depend on the status quo at issue; what has beensaid assumes some kind of liberalism and other familiarstandards. But since the traditional separation of the sexes
has been so pervasive as to have influenced just about every
aspect of life, it seems likely that the a�empt to do n?t�ing
more than eliminate the traces of arbitrary male pnv1lege
will leave hardly any part of li�e and_ t�ought untouched.
The feminism that seeks equality w1th1n the status quo,
properly understood, is as radical as any movement there
has ever been.

3 · RADICAL FEMINISM

3. 1 · The Distinction 

radical the effects of traditionalNevertheless, however
h f t remains that it will still ex1. . f · · t e ac , ega 1tar1an eminism, at the deepest level intact and

hypothesi, le_a�e thh
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deep principles. And if those principles themselves are 
wrong, feminists may well say, the pursuit of equality for 
women within them will be useless or worse. What is the 
point of arguing for equality within liberalism, if you think 
liberalism itself is wrong? What is the point of showing the 
implications for attitudes to women of prevailing ideals of 
scientific enquiry or aesthetic judgement or rationality, if 
you think they are themselves misguided? The only result 
will be that everyone is treated wrongly. And so feminists 
who disapprove of prevailing values at the most fundamen
tal level move to ground more radical still, on which there 
begin to appear feminist theories about the background 
itself - feminist ethics, political theory, philosophy, epis
temology, science, and all the rest - whose concern is to go 
beyond the exposure of woman-related anomalies within 
the present scheme of things and tackle the foundations. 

How much of this goes on in feminism it is difficult to 
say, partly because claims about the need to change values 
and standards are often ambiguous between levels, and 
much of what sounds at first like this radical9 kind of 
feminism may really be only the egalitarian sort. Many 
feminist proposals that are sweepingly disruptive of the 
present state of things may turn out, on the classification 
proposed here, to be of the traditional, equalizing kind, and 
justifiable in terms of quite familiar values and standards 
when these are taken seriously enough. 

However, since I am here concerned only to distinguish 
between different aspects of feminism, and not to make 
empirical claims about how much of either there is, this does 
not matter. For the purpose of explaining this classification it 
is enough to take as illustrations a few cases that seem to be 
clearly on one side or the other. The following, taken pretty 
well at random from feminist literature spanning the last 
fifteen years, seem to represent strong currents of opinion, 
but nothing here depends on how strong they actually are. 

Perhaps the most striking place_ t? start is right at the 
roots, with logic. Traditional fer�un1st ar�ument makes a
good deal of use of perfectly ordinary logic, which differs
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not at all fro� the kind (usually) rec?gt:ized by the opposi
tion. So, for instance, when James F1tz)ames Stephen 10 says
of his attempt�d proof that men shoul� �e h�ads of house
holds that 1t 1.s _as c�e�r. as a propos1t1on 1n Euclid, the 
egalitarian f em1n1st cr1t1c1sm would be not that he was using 
the wrong kind of logic, but that he simply got the argument 
wrong. The idea that p�ople who are committed to particu
lar standards of reasoning can nevertheless make mistakes 
(and motivated .�istakes) is a perfe�tly good part of our 
intellectual tradition. But some fem1n1sts have challenged 
logic altogether . Dal� Spen�er, for instance, says, 'Women 
in the movement are 1ncreas1ngly capable of coping with the 
illogicality of traditional logic and with the ostensible 
irrationality of holding contrary beliefs to be "true,,. 't 1

Then there is the area of moral and political theory . The 
contrast here is illustrated by Alison J aggar, writing about 
feminist criticisms of Rawls: 
[Okin] has also attacked Rawls' s assumption that the parties in the 
original position will be heads of households, correctly noting that 
this precludes them from considering the justice of household 
arrangements. Benhabib has argued that those who reason behind 
Rawls' s veil of ignorance are so ignorant of their own circum
stances that they have lost the specific identities characteristic of 
human agents . . . 12

This is a good illustration of the divide. I� is one _thin� to 
argue that Rawls, having put his people beh�nd their veil of 
ignorance, has drawn the wrong conclus101_ls. abo�� _the

arrangements they would choose . Tha� is� fem1n1st cnt1c1sm
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who utilize the ethic of care, .1'4 This second criticism is of 
the radical feminist type, as is, for instance, Sara Ruddick, s 
claim, also referred to by J aggar, that 'a moral standpoint 
that is distinctively feminist . . . can be found in maternal 
thinking' . 15 

Then there is the whole area of science. Once again, 
egalitarian feminism can launch any number of attacks on 
long-established claims about the nature of the world in 
general and women in particular. This is the kind of thing 
Mill did, for instance, in refuting his opponents, claims to 
know the natures of the sexes by simply pointing out that 
since women and men had been in systematically different 
environments since the beginning of history ( as everyone 
knew), no observed cliff erences between them could be 
confidently attributed to nature. 16 This involved no new 
theory of knowledge: it was a straight£ orward consequence 
of recognized views about scientific method, as caught by 
his own, eminently sensible, canons of inductive logic. Or, 
to take at random a more recent case, the introduction to the 
recent edition of The Sexual Life of Savages claims that 
Malinowski made various mistakes in his interpretation of 
the Trobrianders' family relationships because of assump
tions he had made about the unimportance of women's 
possessions. 17

Contrast this with (again more or less at random) Linda 
Alcoff's and Vrinda Dalmiya's claims 18 that 'traditional 
epistemology has reduced much of women's knowledge to 
the status of "old wives" tales', and their conclusion that 
'the key factor is traditional epistemology's focus on propo
sitional knowledge' - 'knowing that', as opposed to 'know
ing how,. Egalitarian feminism has itself, by appealing to 
familiar standards of scientific procedure, the potential to 
argue that particular kinds of kno�ledge, or claims to knowl
edge, have been systematical!y disregarded _bec�use of their 
association with women. This new suggestion 1s, however 
quite different. It is that a particular set_ of s�and�rds fo; distinguishing knowledge from lesser things 1s mistaken and that goes beyond the claim that attitudes to women ar;
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unjustified in the terms of the people who profess those 
attitudes. . . . Alcoff and Potter also say, while cla1m1ng that there is a great diversity of �pproaches to epistemol�gy within femin
ism, that 'for f em1n1sts, the purpose of epistemology is not only to satisfy intellectual curiosity, but also to contribute to an emancipatory goal: the expansion of democracy in the production of knowledge.'19 Here, once again, we have thenew, radical feminism. 

3. 2 • Why Feminist?

Now there is much that could be said about feminist theories of these kinds; indefinitely much, in £act, since there areindefinitely many theories in the air. It is therefore important to make clear at the outset that my concern here is a very limited one. 
I shall not be concerned here either with the ( empirical) question of whether prevailing theories are what their feminist opponents say they are, or with that of whether the proposed feminist alternatives are as different as their pro

ponents claim. So I shall not, for instance, be considering 
whether standard epistemology really cannot cope with 
'knowing how', or whether the et�ics �f care are really so 
different in principle from anything 1!1 Rawls, or _how 
standard Rawls's views are. Nor shall I discuss �he mer�ts �r 
demerits of any of these radical feminist th�or1e�, which 1s 
Partl h Small number of illustrations 1s adequate y w y a  very . . 
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logic go on all the time, and ar� st�dar� �hilo�op�ical
activities· the search for general cr1ter1a to d1st1ngu1sh right
from wr�ng, truth from falsity, or reason from unreason,
are interesting in themselves, and to _be purs�ed by �yone
who thinks the answers matter. It 1s sometimes said that
they are of feminist conce�n because women are members of
all unjustly treated and misrepresented groups, 20 and there
fore have an interest in all questions of justice. But even
though this is no doubt true, that makes these matters the
concern of feminism only in the way that they are equally
the concern of the homeless, or child labourers, or indeed
anybody with the potential for suffering injustice. If
feminists want women properly treated and thought about
( as of course they do) they must want proper attitudes in
place to ensure that this happens, but so must everyone who
wants anyone properly treated. There is nothing specifically
feminist here.

But anyway, it is not just that the areas of enquiry are
claimed as being of legitimate concern to feminists. If
feminists, qua feminist, are challenging particular positive
views about all these matters, the idea must be that there is
something unfeminist about the ones they are challenging
and something correspondingly feminist about the alterna
tives being offered. What is it about these proposed ans
wers, then, that is supposed to make them feminist? Or at
least, why ar� c_ertain kinds of answer - allowing for
controversy within a type - counted as feminist? What is
the basis, for instance, of Alcoff's and Potter's claim that
feminist epistemology is about the democratization of
kno":'ledge? Or .of Ruddick's that maternal thinking can
pro_v1de the basis of a specifically feminist approach to
ethics? 

There seem to be two main possibilities here, which need
to be distinguished and considered separately even if some
theories are counted as feminist for both reasons. One is thatsometh.ing ':11!Y be femini_st in �irtue of bei�g. essentiallyfemale 1n ong1n; the other 1s t�at it may be fem1n1st in virtueof having a £ eminist justification. 
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3. Women's Values 

�e first possibility is quite familiar, and clear from some of 
the examples above. Many of these ideas seem to be regarded as feminist becaus� t�ey are thought of as typical of women, or perhaps of fem1n1st women. The idea !hat w?me� have spe�ial approaches and special ways of doing_ things 1s a recur,r1ng �heme in feminism. It shows above 1n Dale Spender s cla1m21 about feminists' having ,disc�vered t�at c?�.trary propositio�s can be true ( or rather true ), and 1n G1lhgan s and Ruddick' s ideas about women's approaches to moral thinking. But it comes up everywhere, and it raises the obvious possibility that some ideas are claimed as feminist because their recommenders think of them as characteristically fem ale. 

Is it then appropriate to count particular ideas about ethics, politics, science and the like as feminist just in virtue of their being essentially female? Sometimes feminists say, or imply, not. Alcoff and Potter, for instance, say that they 
are describing particular epistemological theories as feminist only because it happens to be among feminists that ther can typically be found; others, such as J agga�,22 �ay definitely that feminist ethics is not a matter of subst1tut1ng fem ale for 
male values. On the other hand, the very fact that this 
distinction needs to be pointed out and rejected suggests 
that the usage has to some extent become entrench�d. . H there is no need for my pu7oses to go into this ow ever, · 11 h question_ an empirical one a�out wor use -_since a t at 

f Poses here 1s to say something about the matters or my,ur . · Th · the word is used 1n this way. e mostconse uences i 
. . . . . · q · · that 1f this 1s a possible meaning of

unp�f:a�t point tisbe recognized as entirely different from'fem1n1st , 1t mus 
the previous one�f the original, e_galitarian �e�ini�m, asTh� essence . the identification and ehm1natton of described h�re , 15 bout the position and nature of women entrenched •f eaf fect of overriding more general ideas about which have t � e ality to the arbitrary advantage of men. th. and rauon , e 1cs 
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This has nothing whatever to do with women's ways of 
doing or thinking about things. All it needs for its basis is the 
idea that there is something inherently unjust about arbi
trary disadvantaging, where that means, quite specifically, 
disadvantageous treatment that cannot be justified in terms 
of whatever general principles the recommender of the 
treatment accepts in other contexts, and must therefore be 
seen as benefiting the members of one group at the expense 
of the other as an end in itself. This kind of feminism can in 
principle be as effectively pursued by men as by women. 
Men, though they may not always reliably do so, are 
capable of identifying the fallacious arguments by which the 
anomalous treatment of women has traditionally been de
fended, and exposing the invention of convenient facts. 
They are also capable of doing the research necessary to find 
out whether subliminal devaluation of women's abilities is 
still going on, and whether women tend to use different 
means from men to pursue the same ends, and whether 
women and men work better in different kinds of environ
ment. There is also no reason in principle why they should 
not be as tho�ou_ghly involved as women in the politics of 
bringing about change; indeed, women were so shackled in 
the early days that political progress had to depend to a large 
extent on the good will of men. None of this depends on 
what it feels like to be a woman, or even to be unjustly 
treated. And, of course, the converse applies; women are 
quite capable of overlooking or disregarding all these things. 

If the word 'feminist' is used to describe certain ideas and 
attitudes in virtue of their being regarded as distinctively 
female in kind, therefore, it must be recognized that the 
word is being used in a quite different sense from the one 
already identified, according to w�ich a feminist is someone 
who is trying to eliminate the arbitrary advantages of men. 

3.4 · Feminist Justifications

Suppose, then, if only for_t�e s:ike �f argument, that at lea�t
some ideas really are feminist m this second sense of being
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ngly connected with women. Even if that is true, 
��;hing yet follows about _whether the�e is anything to be 
said in their favour. The �la1m _that some ideas _or approaches 
are distinctively fem:i�e 1s, as 1t stands, technically co�pat
ible with the propos1t1on that they are nonsense; and 1£ that 
were the case, the claim that they were women's would be 
00 more than a restatement of the old familiar conclusion 
that women ( or feminist women) were simply bad at all the
subjects in question. Taken as they stand, the claim that women in the movement have been making all these discoveries about logic might imply no more than that women could not do logic; the claimed discovery of women's different style of moral reasoning might be - as was indeed asserted until feminists started digging their heels in - proof that women were not fully fledged moral beings; their wanting to have all kinds of previously scorned ideas counted as knowledge might be just one more piece of evidence that women could not distinguish evidence from 
gossip or science from superstition. In the absence of any 
reason to abandon existing standards of rationality and 
ethics, therefore, the implication of some of these claims about women's approaches would just have to be that 
women were irrational, bad at science, morally confused 
a?d all the other things men had been saying for a long 
time. 

A book on feminist ethical theory, or philos<?phy, or 
science, or epistemology, is, however! cle�rly �o_t intended 
as a compendium of the continuing 1rrauonahttes of wo-

tral state1nent of f acts about them. In men, nor even as a neu · · h ·d d 
b . d .b d b f minists as fem1n1st, t ese 1 eas an e1ng escr1 e Y e d d. d h · 

. d b . l being recomrnen e , an t at raises att1tu es are o vious Y b ·ng recommended on what
h · If they are ei ' t e next question.. d to be on 1eminist grounds?

b . . h. ') I t suppose . '' as1s ts t 1s · s 1 feminist 1n the sense of being Whether or not they ardical feminist ideas be counted as female, can any of ;:.e ra
justifiable by feminist argument:such in virtue of eing r attitudes to women? If so, this argument� abou�f �fe:t possible reason for counting 

would give a 
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particular ground-level views, and all their positive higher
level implications, as feminist. 

!his also �eems a famili�r feminist idea. Moral, political,
ep1s�e!Ilolog1cal and other _1deas are frequently d�scribed by 
f em1n1sts as male or patriarchal, apparently with the im
plication that there is something about them that feminists 
can, as feminists, legitimately object to. Alison J aggar, 23 for 
instance, specifically says that 'feminist approaches to ethics 
are distinguished by their explicit commitment to rethink
ing ethics with a view to correcting whatever forms of male 
bias it may contain.' Stateme�ts of this kind make it sound as 
though some theories are being counted as feminist because 
they are required for the achievement of proper attitudes to 
the ideas and interests of women. 

Intuitively, this sounds quite promising. All the back
ground ideas that are the object of radical feminist attack 
made their appearance at a time when men were running 
everything. If, therefore, women have, even on average, 
different interests from men's, or different preferences, or 
different ways of thinking about and doing things, these are 
more than likely to have been squeezed to the side; and, on 
the face of it, it seems only right that this state of things 
should be changed. 

However, even though it sounds plausible enough at this 
level of vagueness, feminists know - or should know - all 
about the dangers of keeping ideas and arguments in a state 
of blur, since that is just how the devices by which women 
were kept in their place managed to remain invisible for so 
long. 2• Close attention to the details of what was ( and is) 
going on was necessary to expose them, and the same kind 
of care is needed here too. 

If men and women really are systematically different in 
various ways, it is indeed li_kely that the �ackgro1:1nd ideas
and values of any society will have a considerabl� influence
on how relatively well _ the sexes d?, e�en �1thout any
arbitrary favouring of either (where arbitrary , . as �efore,
refers specifically to advantages t?at. cannot be Justified in
terms of general backgrouacl principles, whatever those
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are). If men and �om�n have different interests, as theirdifference of function 1n the production of children alone
makes likely, some kinds of social arrangement are likely to
be better for one than the other. If they tend to be good atdifferent things, which sex fares better will depend to someextent on what kinds ?f thing are valued; if they havedifferent ways of looking at the world or doing things,which is most comfonable will depend partly on the kinds 
of idea that prevail. The sexes may well have different vested interests in what kinds of values and standards are socially entrenched, and this may make it seem as though the elimination of bias towards the male in prevalent standards is as much a matter of feminist concern as is arbitrary preference of the male within a set of standards. But this raises the question of what kind of movement feminism is supposed to be; and by this I intend not a sociological question about what the attitudes of women who think of themselves as part of the movement actually are, but rather a question for any individ�al fe_minist, about what she thinks of herself and what she 1s doing .. 

Now feminism could just be regarded as a self�1nterested 
movement: a conspiracy of women to get things more 
to their personal liking, and planning to£ p

ush men �t ��power just because that would b� b_etter or women. �t 1 

f .. · . h h f 1·ke that it 1s of no moral and little em1n1sm 1s t oug t O 1 
• l d . ll l . d certainly not enttt e to support 1nte ectua 1nterest, an ·£ feminists seem to have f \ · n general Few, 1 any, rom peop e 1 . p · ers off eminist ethics are not moralthat_v1ew of things . f

r�ith the practical problem of dev�s�yn1cs con�erned on Yd that will be best for women, while1ng the _eth�cal stanclare; le into thinking that there is somehoodw1nk1ng 0ther P pfor following them. The idea ofb. t·ve reason . d hmore o JCC 1 . is not just to invent an entrenc feminist scho!rrs�ip f knowledge and skill will result in thewhatever stan af 0: :omen. Obviously the idea is that thegreatest respect h es ought to happen. Their advocates arerecommended� d
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values and standards are necessary for the proper treatment 
of women and, for that matter, of everybody and everything 
else as well. 

If feminism is thought of in this way, however, there is an 
immediate logical problem about the idea that radical femi
nist theories - particular theories of ethics, rationality and all 
the rest, which, unlike egalitarian feminism, have positive 
implications for the ways we ought to do things - might be 
feminist in virtue of having a feminist justification. To give a 
feminist justification of some conclusion is presumably to 
show that it is required by proper attitudes to women. But 
in order to reach such a conclusion you need to appeal to 
some criterion that specifies what proper attitudes would 
be; and that in turn means that at the most fundamental 
levels feminist justifications are impossible. Basic ideas 
about values, standards, principles, about both ethics and 
rationality, must be in place for a morally motivated f emin
ism to get off the ground at all. You cannot, without flagrant 
question begging or a retreat into the politics of self
interest, to do it the other way round, and say that because 
some set of ideas has particular results for women, it must be 
wrong. 25

This is a quite general point. What it implies is that any 
argument to positive conclusions about the way women or 
anybody should be thought of or treated will turn out, when 
pres_s�d, to depend on premisses more fundamental than 
f em1n1sm. 

Suppose, for instance, you have some theory of ethics 
you want to criticize on feminist grounds. How might you 
do it? For the traditional, egalitarian feminist there is in 
principle no problem: you try to show that your opponents' 
moral view of things is internally wrong, and contains an 
unresolved, arbitrary preference for men. This is Okin's 
criticism of Rawls. But now suppose you take the idea that
feminism should be attacking the foundations, and move to
the idea that Ra�ls's �hole appr_oach is mis�uided anyway,
perhaps proposin�, hke Benhab1b, to substttut� for it some
version of the ethics of care. (And also supposing that you
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can show that the �a�e ethics c�aims re�lly are �ifferent from
anything in traditional ethics, which Okin, for one, 
doubts.26) How might your argument go? 

That would depend on the precise nature of the theory 
you were defending. It would make a difference, for in
stance, whether you were presenting the care ethic as a rival 
to the other, aimed at supplanting it, or whether perhaps 
you thought the two should be given equal weight. (This 
indicates another kind of complexity in ground-level femi
nist theory.) But suppose for the moment you wanted the 
care ethic to be given equal weight. How could you justify 
that? Perhaps by appealing to some relativist idea that 
people were all entitled to their own moral view, or that 
different groups, approaches should be treated with equal
respect? But in that case such a principle is needed for the 
feminist conclusion that the two approaches should be given 
equal weight. That principle must therefore be morally 
mo!e fundamental than the feminist claim about giving equal 
weight to the ethics of care; and it is itself not justifiable by feminist arguments, because the feminist arguments depend 
on it. (And if a feminist justification of it were to be 
attempted the same problem would arise.) The feminist 
conclusion that the ethics of care should be given equal 
weight would therefore work only for someone who was 
already convinced, on non-feminist grounds,. about the
fundamental relativist principle. Anyone wh� re,ected that, 
and as a result the inference to the conclus1on about the 
ethics of care, would the ref ore be rej�cting t?e. conclusion 
on grounds that had nothing to do v.:1th fem1n1sm. So any 
disagreement about whether the ethics of care should be
accepted is, ultimately, not a disagreement ab�ut att�tudes
to women, but about the principles that deternune attitudes
to anything. . f ( h h That is a h othetical hoe o argu _me�t t ou� not, I
h. k · yp ·bte one) but the principle applies gener-t 10 an 1mplaus1 , f · · h , h blem arises, or instance, wit Alisonally. \ � sam� pf�minism is concern�d with the removal of
J aggar _s idea t at 

h' There is no difficulty about this asmale bias from et ics. 
I 
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long as we are in the territory of traditional egalitarian 
feminism: a male bias - an arbitrary preference of men - in 
many received, higher-level moral standards ( of female 
chastity, for instance) can be exposed by appeal to more 
fundamental standards. But this is no longer possible when 
the fundamental standards themselves are at issue. Perhaps 
it may be claimed that there is bias whenever men's moral 
values are given more weight than women's. But to regard 
this as objectionable is to depend implicitly on some further 
principle such as that everyone's, or all groups', values 
should be equally regarded, which is itself being treated as a 
moral principle more fundamental than either men's or 
women's, and must itself be decided independently of femi
nist considerations. 27

The same goes for feminist epistemology. What might be 
offered in the way of a feminist justification of new ap
proaches to epistemology? The egalitarian feminist can 
easily argue that many beliefs about women are unjustified 
by the standards of the people who hold them, or that 
women's claims to knowledge have been unjustifiably over
looked. But things are very different if it is thought that 
there are feminist grounds for complaint apart from these, 
and an attempt is made to produce a feminist argument for 
different epistemological standards. Suppose, for instance, 
it is argued that women have kinds of knowledge that are 
systematically ignored because they are not recognizable by 
the standards of prevailing epistemology, and that new 
standards are necessary in order for women's knowledge to 
be recognized as such. That may look like a feminist argu
ment for a new epistemology, but in fact it presupposes 
what it is meant to be proving. Unless an epistemology 
�ccording to which women'� knowle�ge claims are genuine 
1s already assumed, there 1s no basis for the claim that
women have knowledge that present standards ignore. The
epistemology is needed to support the first premiss of the argument, and therefore cannot be reached hr means of it.In other words, anyone who wants to provide a feminist
justification of some ground level tbeory 15 confronted with
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a dilemma. If the conclusion can be defended by means of anargument about how women should be treated or regarded that argument must appeal to deeper principles about ho�
people should be tr�at�d. The conclusion therefore cannot
be a fundamental pr1nc1ple, and the argument in its defenceworks only ad homine7n: a�ains� anyone who already ac�epts the ground level _pr1_nc1pl�s 1n question. Conversely if
1t 1s a ground level pr1nc1ple, lt cannot be given a feministjustification that does not either beg the question or makefeminism a matter of simple self-interest. There can be nofeminist justification of fundamental principles. 2s 

There is really nothing mysterious about this. The point is just that if a movement such as feminism is to be based on principle- if it is to be anything more than a group of people bent on getting their own way - it must have the principles in order to get going at all. To the extent that any feminist can make any positive recommendations at all about what should happen (including, incidentally, the positive recom
mendation of staying within the liberal/ rationalist status 
quo) she must be doing so on grounds that are not them
selves feminist .29 to the extent that she cannot find these, she 
must be in do'ubt about the course of feminism. If these 
ground-level theories of radical fem�nis� are thems_elves 
feminist, there£ ore, they are not so 1n virtue of having a 
feminist justification. 

ITS CONSEQUENCES
4 • THE GULF AND
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characteristically fem ale in origin; the second was that they
had a feminist justification. What the foregoing arguments
have tried to show, however, is that the second of these must
be ruled out on logical grounds. I� feminis� is � morally �d
rationally motivated movement, 1t needs pr1nc1ples of ethics
�nd rationality in order to get going at all, and therefore 
cannot itself provide a justification for such principles. If the 
positive theories counted as feminist are justified _at_ all, their 
justification must be general rather than f em1n1st. That 
means that if they are feminist at all it must be for some quite 
different reason, and the only candidate seems to be their 
being in some way characteristically fem ale in origin or 
nature. 

To what extent this argument works as a criticism of 
current radical feminist theory is difficult to say. It is 
difficult to say, anyway, how much of feminist theory is 
radical (in the sense specified earlier) and how much 
egalitarian, and it is equally difficult to say how many 
feminists would claim that their radical theories had a 
feminist justification and how many would be happy to 
accept the analysis given here. It is often impossible to map 
on to a new framework what has been said against the 
background of a quite different one. What has been con
cluded here is, however, in line with what often seems to 
be intended by radical feminists. I doubt whether many 
�ef enders of care ethics, for instance, would argue that 
1t should be recommended either because women were 
entitled to have their perspectives respected (irrespective of 
what those were) or because that would make things better 
for �om�n; the impression given is that this way of looking 
at things ts regarded as simply better than the kinds of ethics
regarded as patriarchal. 

�o�ever, this is not intended as an account of what any 
fem1_n1st wo_u�d say, �ut of what the analrsis compels. 
�adical f emin1st theones cannot ha�e a f e_m1nist justifica
tion, and therefore the only sense 1n which they ca b feminist seems to be something on the lines of their b

n
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. . f e1ng c aractensttc o women. 
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And here� at �ast, ap�e�rs the �lf th�t is the subject of thispaper. Egalitarian fem1n1sm, as 1dent1fied here, is a move
ment to end the arbitrarily disadvantageous treatment of
women against whatever background it occurs. It therefore
has a feminist justification, but has nothing to do withwomen's special appr?ac�es to a��thing: men can in theorybe just as �o_od egaht�r1an fem1n1sts as can women. Theradical fem1n1sm that aims to change the background standards themselves, on the other hand, cannot claim that its pos�tive theo�i�s, �h�teve� they are, are feminist in virtue of 
having a fem1n1st JUSt1ficat1on. If, therefore, they are feminist at all, it seems that they must be so for the quite different reason that they represent women's ways of doing things. Put simply but usefully, traditional egalitarian feminism is a movement to achieve what is right for women, 30 thoughits activities need not be carried out by them. The feminist 
aims of the new feminism, in contrast, are not specifically
for women, but are ones typically pursued by them. 

The contrast drawn here is not just a linguistic trick or an 
insignificant curiosity. What the arguments i�ply is that
these two aspects of feminism are not merely d1ff �rent, but
quite unconnected, and theref�re t�at a co�m1tment to
egalitarian feminism in _itself implies nothing what�ver
about what positive theories sho�ld be ac<:epted about w_1der
questions of ethics and rationality. Part_icular con�lus1ons

h. f d l level are not radical extensions ofat t 1s un amenta d · · d l. · f · · nd must be defende quite 1n eten-ega 1tar1an em1n1sm, a . . . . 
d l Th h t an egahtanan fem1n1st may, wit outent y at means t a . l -1 · h . · . . f her31 principles, compete y reJect w atany Jeopardizing O 

b feminist in the second sense 
· ·d b d y even e- , 1s sa1 . to e - an �a . c of women. It is clearly possible in of. be!ng chara�terisn the arbitrary disad:va�tage of womenpr1nc1ple t� o�Ject ��t the underlying pnnc1ples we shouldwithout th1nk1:giliat happen to be generally accepted by
adopt are one d there are any. 
women - if indee · take to think that women who hold

It is therefore i tn!�al and moral and political views op-positive episterno 1°��ed as feminist by the new, radicalhose cat posed to t 
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f ·. · are manifesting the way oppression has got intoeminism · h l 11 ( h. hi th · uls If these ideas are patr1arc a at a a 1g ye1r so · 
· b d) h contentious matter in itself, let tt e stre�se , t ey are so

l ·n a sense of patriarchy corresponding to the secondon y t . 
. . f h h kind of feminism: of being charact�ri�ttc o men rat �r t . an

women. There is therefore no f em1n1s� re�on for re)ect1ng
them. There is a gulf between two quite different_ k1n�s of
patriarchy, just as there is between the corresponding kinds
of feminism. 

4.2 · The Problems

So far the claim is just of disconnection between the kind of 
feminism that demands equality within the status quo, in the 
specific way explained, and the kind that challenges the 
status quo as well by offering specifically feminist theories 
about wider problems of ethics and rationality. But if the 
two really are so distinct, it may seem hardly worth making 
a fuss about them. What positive harm can result from their 
going around under the same umbrella? Everyone knows 
that feminism is a broad movement; why should it matter if 
quite distinct elements are embraced by it? 

To this the answer is that it would not matter at all if they 
were reliably recognizable as distinct. Unsurprisingly, 
however, they are not. The distinction between challenging 
�nequa� t_reatment against a particular background and mak
ing positive recommendations about what the background 
should b� �s often difficult to see at all, no doubt partly 
bec�use _it 1s usually hidden in practical politics. As the 
earlier discussion of traditional, liberal feminism showed, 
its supporters' political ain1s would have been exactly the 
�a.me whether they t.houg�t of themselves� pursuing equal
ity for women, or liberalism, or both. If in addition to this 
the aims o? bo�h. si::tes of the divide are indifferently given
the label fem1n1st - or one of the correlatives 'male' 
·patriarchal·, and (a recent c�a"!'�r) ·phallocentric' _ th;
distinction becomes virtually 1nv1s1ble. 

This is not a matter of purely academic ;
.-i.

te . . 
a.u rest; lt 1S
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potentially dangero_us f o� f eminis�. �£ the distinction is not 
recognized, the radical kind of f em1n1sm, far from offering a 
full-blooded ext�nsi<:>n of the egalitarian kind, may actually 
work to undermine 1t. 

I say 'potentially' and 'may' because the purpose of this 
essay is to recommend an analytic framework without which, I think, the issues cannot be properly understood, and not to give an account of what is going on in practice. What follows should therefore be understood as being about dangers, rather than actual damage. I think, however, that no one sympathetic to the line of argument so far willhave any difficulty in recognizing exemplifications of allthese possibilities. The most fundamental danger is that of destroying the foundations which were essential for the launching of 
egalitarian feminism in the first place. To take the most 
extreme case here, any feminist who wants to undermine 
logic, and thinks that (so-called) male ideals of consistency 
are to be shunned by the enlightened, immediately loses the 
possibility of sustaining any of the egalitarian feminist _ad
hominem arguments, because they all depend on showing 
that the traditional position of women cannot be justified in
terms of prevailing principles. If inconsistency does �ot 
matter it does not matter that the arguments used for having 
kept w�men out of male �reserves are �nc?mpatible with the 
criteria used for the selectton of 1!1en w1t�1n t?e�, or that_the 
traditional position of wome� 1n marnag_e 1s. inc?mpat1ble

· th h · iples usually invoked to Justify 1t. Unless 
�1 t . e pri _nc f this sort are objectionable there is noinco

h
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t�tencies b�trary disadvantage, and traditional femin-suc t 1ng as ar 1 · b E 1 · · f · · ists have nothing to complain a out. ga 1tanan em1n1sm
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instead that what they believed turned out not to be true. 
This is what feminists of the traditional kind have fre
quently, and with excellent (standard) reasons, said about 
many of the patriarchal ideas that have been perpetrated 
about the nature and place of women. If feminists start to 
think instead of 'knowledges', 33 in which that distinction is 
lost, then all the patriarchal nonsense becomes just one 
knowledge among others. This is a serious matter. An 
egalitarian feminist, knowing how much of the equalizing 
work remains to be done, will think it alarming if feminism 
manoeuvres itself into a position from which it becomes 
impossible to say that traditional views about women and 
matters connected with them are quite simply false. 

Those are particular problems arising from particular 
kinds of feminist theory, but there are more general ones 
that arise from counting as feminist any kind of attack on 
fundamental values and principles. The most important of 
these is the danger that any feminist emphasis on the need 
for change at that level may undermine the traditional 
project of achieving equal treatment, by concealing the 
extent to which arbitrary disadvantaging is still going on. 
Claims that the proper treatment of women demands new 
sets of standards rather implies that what is wrong has been 
caused by the prevalence of the old ones, and that can only 
distract attention from the fact that those others were never 
properly applied to women in the first place. 

So, for instance, if feminists say 'male rationality, after 
all, has been supplying reasons - for centuries - for the 
oppression of women; why emulate it?,34, the implication is 
that prevailing standards of rationality have been a signifi
cant cause of women's oppression. Anyone who has (neces
sarily on non-feminist grounds) reached the conclusion that 
there is nothing wrong with traditional standards of ration
ality, might therefore be pardoned for concluding that since 
other (mistaken) standards were needed to show that women 
had been oppressed, they were n?t r�ally oppressed at all.
But traditional rationality has not iust1fied the oppression of 
women. Men have claimed that it has, but that is a quite 
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different matter, and it is not di�ficult to show that most ofthe argumen� that have bee!l doing _the ro�nds for centuries are full of kinderg��en mistakes 1n logic. 35 If instead of exposing th�se fem1n1sts de�and new st�d�rds of rationality and l?g1c, �d make claims �bout f em1n1st work that is 'quite logical, ratt?nal, and true 1n terms of quite different
criteria, perspectives, and values than those dominant now'36 they might just as well wrap them up in pretty paper and send them off to patriarchal man as a birthday present. Similarly, producing new epistemologies to back upclaims that women's knowledge has often been disregarded, or new theories of ethics to show that women's moral reasoning is ( at least) as good as men's, makes it easier to overlook the fact that women were not, in the past, failing by traditional, male, standards; they were failing because their way was beset with obstacles that men had put there. If feminists demand new criteria for the recognition and pursuit of knowledge and justice, and imply that this is necessary for a proper view of women, that makes it easier for men to think they were right all along about women's failing by the traditional ones. Related to this, there is a lso a danger that this kind of emphasis will tend to confirm conservative views about the 
nature of women and their d ifferences from men. Defend ers 
of the traditional position of the sexes hav� always had to 
claim that women were different from men 1n most respects 
in order to account for their occupying such a different 
position in life; as has alread y bee? comment�d, the �ost 
effective way to cover u� �he �ev1ce� by which a su�J�ct 

· k t in its pos1uon 1s to invent character1st1csg
rh
o�p 15 elpd result in its be ing th ere anyway. To the w 1ch wou . b f 1 ·f 1. · f · nist therefore, it must e a  matter o a arm 1 ega ttanan emi , l · h a strand of feminism see�s tof ch�1m t at hwomeln are 
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men get away with the idea that all the traditional ones are 
intrinsically theirs, and that women's are different. When the 
egalitarian feminist sees that men have got somewhere first 
and have taken the trouble to keep women out, her immedi
ate presumption is that th�y have found something w�nh 
having, and want to keep tt to themselves. To retreat into 
saying th�t i� �en have son_iething the_r� must be som�th�ng 
wrong with 1t 1s to undermine the position of the egalitarian 
feminist by colluding in men,s sequestration of their ill-. gotten gains. 

Then, finally, there are all the political problems that are 
bound to arise when distinct issues are regarded as linked. 
People starting with views about ethics and epistemology 
that are opposed to the kinds claimed as feminist, and 
finding themselves in consequence accused of patriarchal 
attitudes (if male) or having let patriarchy into their souls (if 
female), may well conclude that since feminism demands the 
abandonment of these views, feminism must be nonsense. If 
the gulf is invisible, they will be unaware that there is 
another kind of feminism, entirely compatible with their 
views, and will not look far enough into the matter to have 
any chance of discovering how deeply ingrained and exten
sive the remaining problems are. 

A converse problem arises from the other direction. 
Women who start by thinking of themselves as feminists 
may easily take it for granted that all the radical feminist 
theory must be part of that commitment, especially if it is 
presented as such by women's studies departments and 
feminist literature. They may as a result accept ideas which 
they would have rejected if they had recognized them as 
distinct and assessed them separately. 

Between these, there is also an unhappy group that 
(rightly) starts from each en� independently, and e.n�s wi_th 
a common disease of our umes: the severe cognitive dis
sonance that comes from f�eling . it their moral duty to 
believe what they really find incredib�e, and to respect what
in any other context they would th10k wonhless. 37 They
know that feminism is well fouoded, and as a result give
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institutional and p�lit�ca� support to what they think of asreminism, but which 1s incompatible with everyth. l Ji 1· Th. b b ing e sethey �e 1eve. . 1� may e . etter for feminism than outrightrejection, bll:t 1t 1s hard�y id�al. When there is tension likethis, something, some time, 1s bound to snap. 

j · THE SOLUTION

5.1 · Why Egalitarian Feminism is Necessary 
Th�re is on� ?bvious reply to all this that might be made byradical fem1n1sts. It does not matter if egalitarian feminism isundermined in this way, because unless the radical ideas arein place egalitarian feminism is useless, and once they arethere it is no longer needed. It is all very well ( this argument might go) to claim that trying to change the background and pursuing equality 
within it are two different things ; perhaps they are. But even 
if this is right, the point is still purely academic. Wha�ever the theoretical separation o� the_ two �l�ments - even 1f we agree that the equalizing pro1ect 1s fem1n1st but an _attempt. to 
change fundamental values is n<?t � you cannot 1n practice

pursue the first without comm1tt1ng yourself _one way_ or 
another about the second. It is frequently poss1�le to th!nk 
separately about things that cannot be separate� 1n practice. 
You can decide separately what lan�scape to paint and what 

d. · ·t ·0 but you sull have to settle for oneme ium to paint 1 1 , · · h h . h nd whether you give 1t any t oug t or medium or anot er' a ' ·n · fluence the finished picture. not, the one you �hoose �1 tnentially neutral terms there-
E . f f . . m is seen in ess , ven 1 em1_n1s 

l ding the arbitrary disadvantagefore, comm1tt�d on h ��:; background it occurs, in prac
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. n to have to decide what policies to tice all £emin1sts �£re h�oi 
sf ould not, qua fe!llinis�, be trying pursue . So even 1 t f us theories of ethics, epistemologyto decide between b1
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against the prevailing values and standards or, by default, 
endorse them. There is no neutral course. 

Furthermore ( the argument may continue), if feminists 
want to put things right for women, there really is no point 
in going for equality within the status quo. If the status quo 
at the most fundamental level is wrong, that will only mean 
that women are treated and assessed in the wrong way, 
along with everyone else. All feminists should the ref ore be 
seeking out the wrongs of present society at the deepest level 
and trying to put those right, because to do anything else is 
to acquiesce in them. 

And if that is done ( the argument may conclude) there is 
no need to think any further about the old, equality-within
the-status-quo kind of feminism, because if you get the right 
fundamental values implemented, everything will be all 
right. Radical feminism supersedes egalitarian feminism, 
and so may undermine it with impunity. 

If this sounds plausible, consider an analogy. Suppose 
you lived in a country whose laws you regarded as unjust, 
and which also had a corrupt judiciary. You would want 
reforms of both, but you would still see them as distinct 
problems. It would in principle be possible to tackle either 
on its own, while leaving the other uninfluenced; there 
would be no reason, a priori, to think that getting rid of one 
set of problems would bring about any improvement at all in
the other. It might, by accident: one set of improvements 
might be brought about by means that, as it happened, 
influenced the other too; but there would be no necessary 
connection, and you would still have to recognize the two 
problems as distinct in order even to assess how much 
progress was being made on each front. 

Now you might just decide that until the laws themselves 
changed it would be better not to do anything about the 
judiciary. The immediate effect . of success would be the
efficient implementing of the unJust laws, and it might be 
better, all things considered, to leave things as they were 
until the laws could be changed as well. That would depend 
on the circumstances. But on the other hand it would be
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clear that a successful campaign for a change in the laws 
could not be a substitute for reform of the judicial process, 
because that would leave the corruption in place, and prevent the proper implementation of the just laws themselves; you would still need a separate programme of judicial reform. And, conversely, unless there was positive reason to prefer an unj�st to a just implementation of the present bad laws, you might as well start your reform of the judiciary straight away, on the grounds that it would have to be done some time, and- other things equal- the sooner the better. The point about egalitarian feminism is similar. Of course if you end the arbitrary disadvantages from which women suffer, they will then be treated impartially by prevailing background standards. If you do not like this background, you will not like what results. On the other hand, the unequal treatment is a distinct problem, and one that must be tackled if whatever principles you do favour are to have any chance of being properly implemented when you succeed in persuading people to adopt them. Perhaps this seems unlikely. Perhaps it seems that asweeping change of background principles and ideals wouldautomatically bring with it the end�n_g of the 3:n�malous

treatment of women. If so, however, 1t 1s once again instruc
tive to look back to the early stages of feminism, because one 
of the most striking things about the_ sit��tion in the ni�e
teenth century - to us, now - is �ow invisible the anomalies 
were. Mill showed in great detail how all the arguments for 
women's traditional position fail�d, �nd yet people wer� 
still convinced that there must b� � 1ust1ficat1on because their

beliefs about the nature an� position of women had a strong,
ind endent existence. This was why the� would go on, as 
M_lepl · d out 'throwing up fresh 1ntrenchments of 

1 po1nte , d · h ld '38 L"k t epair any breach ma e 1n t e o . 1 e most argument O r all h · ff · · 
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- say, from liberalism to socialism - in itself to get rid of the
tendency to treat women anomalously, any more than you
would expect the passing of new general laws in itself to
eliminate judicial corruf tion.

This was the point o the claim, at the beginning of this 
essay, that arbitrarily disadvantageous treatment of women 
might exist against any background. Having a set of atti
tudes to women that prevents the proper implementation of 
whatever background principles you have is a quite distinct 
fault from having the wrong set of principles, and there is no 
reason to think that the correcting of either need have any 
effect on the other. And this is not just a theoretical pos
sibility. One of the remarkable things about the traditional 
position of women has been its ability to withstand sweep
ing political change of other kinds. It survived the transition 
from feudalism to liberalism and to communism virtually 
intact; it survived the great declarations of the rights of man 
in the American and French revolutions. At each stage the 
traditional position of women became newly rationalized in 
terms of the prevailing principles, because it was indepen
dently accepted. Unless the habits of mind whose existence 
is independent of the background values are clearly recog
nized for what they are, they will remain invisible; and this 
is why the traditional, egalitarian feminism cannot be 
dropped from the agenda. 

5.2 · The Nature of Feminism 

The situation then is this. There is no connection whatever 
between egalitarian feminism and radical feminism, where 
those are understood as defined here. Inevitably, however, 
since the same term is applied to b?th� they �il_l be. se�n as
connected, and if this happens, egahtanan fem1n1sm 1s_ hk�ly
to be seriously undermined in se�e�al ways. �u! e�ahtanan 
feminism is essential; radical fem11�1sm, even if tts ideas are 
justified, cannot supersed� it: This s�e�s to suggest one 
obvious conclusion. Egalitarian feminism should be re
garded as the whole of feminism, and the recommendation 
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of particular positive �heories and �alues not as part of 
feminism, but as an entirely separate issue. The gulf should 
be seen not as running through the middle of feminism, but 
as marking its boundary. 

How outrageous this suggestion will seem I have no idea. 
It certainly has the consequence that a good deal that now 
goes on under the name of f eminism should be thought of as separate, but on the other hand if the foregoing arguments 
are right, the case for keeping it within the boundaries 
should seem rather weak. The idea of counting as part of 
feminism something that has no connection whatever with 
egalitarian feminism, and no feminist justification, sounds 
highly counterintuitive, and my own suspicion is that most 
of the impulse to use the term in radical contexts comes from

a mistaken belief that these connections and justifications do 
exist. There is also the problem that if 'feminist' can legit
imately imply nothing more than having special connections 
of some sort with women, there is a serious question about 
what, if anything, really is in this sense feminist. There are 
disputes about whether many so-called feminist approaches 
are really different from aspects of quite standard thinking 
(knowing how in epistemology, caring in ethics), or 
whether they do have any special connection �ith women. 
All this strengthens the_ case for. the conc�us1or:i that the 
search for positive theories of �t�1cs and rati<?nahty should 
n_ot be counted as part _o� fem1n1sm, or particular conclu-
sions as themselves f em1n1st. . . S h that this were conceded, and egalitarian
fe �p_pose, t en, d as the whole of feminism. Feminist
P m1.
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or social science, where those are understood as positive 
theories about how those subjects should proceed, but only 
the raising of feminist issues within them. What would be 
lost by taking this view of things? 

It seems to me that nothing of any significance would go, 
but that a good deal would be gained; far more, in fact, than 
the mere removal of the dangers outlined earlier. 

Most imponantly, this way of looking at things does not 
exclude from the movement anyone who would previously 
have been included. This is one way in which the analysis I 
have been recommending differs from the more familiar 
liberal/ radical picture described at the beginning of this 
essay. According to that way of looking at things, you are 
either the kind of feminist who wants equality within the 
status quo or the kind that does not, and if you are the first 
you cannot be the second. But this analysis is different, 
because the gulf is not between {eminists; it is between 
different kinds of feminist idea and argument. All feminists 
are on this analysis egalitarian feminists, so the splitting off 
from feminism of certain ideas currently counted as feminist 
involves no separation of people. Quite the opposite, in 
fact, because women who reach (ex h')'/'othesi on non
feminist grounds) conclusions about ethics and epistemol
ogy unlike the ones now claimed as feminist can no longer 
be regarded as corrupted by patriarchal preconceptions and 
the ref ore as less than fully feminist. 

This does not in the least imply that feminists, male or 
female, should stop investigating these issues. They can 
investigate and reach conclusions about them just as much as 
before, just as everyone has always been able to, even if not 
as feminists. Furthermore, a good deal of the investigation 
may still be feminist, even if the issues and conclusions 
themselves are not. An egalitarian feminist can look at 
even the most fundamental ideas to see whether woman
connected anomalies may be creeping unobserved into par
ticular formulations of them, or to see whether good ideas 
and approaches may have been overl_ooked b�cause they are 
characteristically female. The only d1ff erence 1s that positive 
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clusions about which should be accepted, as opposed to
conau· ve ones about particular shortcomings, no longerneg .. 

unt as f em1n1st. 
'° Furthermore, all these enquiries can go forward with the 
great adv�tage o� be_ing dise�t:ingled £�om spurious ass�
ciation with egahtanan fem1n1sm, which can too easily 
give by associati�n. an undeserved stre�gth_ to any theory
described as femm1st. If that connecuon 1s broken, im

partial assessment is much more likely. And at the same 
time, egalitarian feminist analyses can go on just as they
always did, with a good deal more force and clarity for 
having shaken off any confused connection with the other 
. issues. 

This way of thinking about things does not even make 
matters more difficult for feminists who believe that 
women's ways of doing things are on the whole better than 
men's, and that the world would be a much better place if
they prevailed - which I imagine most feminists believe to 
some extent, whether or not it is part of their official 
doctrine. It just calls for a redescription of what is going on. 
It means that the values supporting this conclusion should 
not be called feminist (because they are not justified by 
feminist argument), and that the attempt to get them recog
nized and established is not itself a feminist campaign. On 
�he other hand the campai�n to get such values accepted may 
involve egalitarian feminism, to make sure they are not 
rejected because of their association with women. And 
anyone who pursues ideals that are in f�<:t _strongly assoc�
ated with women's approa�hes and �b�1t1es ha� � addi
tional reason for the pursuit of egahtanan fem1n1st ends, 
since it will be essential on these grounds alone, and quite 
independently of anything to do with justice for women, to
make sure that women are playing their full pan in influenc-
ing the course of events. 

Nothing is lost entirely by �his appr�ach, theref�re, and
very little is lost even to f em1n1�m. �nd 1n the meantime, on
th · · ·1de this contracoon 10 the scope of feminisme pos1uve s , . .d bl . ll trengthens it cons1 era y as a movement��mys 
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Although individuals who are fe_m_inists may oppose ea�h
other about these other, non-fem1n1st matters, they can still
see themselves as united in their feminist aim of trying to 
remove the beliefs about women and their place that have 
developed a life of their own, and interfere with the 
impartial implementation of any standards or values. This 
means that while some feminists may be hoping for the 
overthrow of liberalism, they can at the same time happily 
support liberal feminists in getting liberalism properly 
applied to women, because the means of doing so is the 
disruption of the traditional ideas about women, which 
would, if unchecked, go on to disrupt socialism, or for that 
matter fascism, as well. 

And, furthermore, this does also allow for there being 
such a thing as a feminist who has not reached conclusions 
about these wider issues at all, and remains agnostic about 
them. Indeed, I should like to think, given the extreme 
intractability of moral and political theory and the founda
tions of epistemology, that there were rather a lot of them; 
not many people are in a position to have reached firm, 
reasoned views about such difficult matters. The great 
advantage of traditional, egalitarian feminism is that 
although there is an immense amount of it still to be done -
in the way of analysis, research and implementation - its 
moral basis is very simple: nothing more than the idea that 
there is something wrong with a simple pref erring of male 
over fem ale interests as an end in itself. It means that 
feminist aims of this kind can be confidently pursued while 
we are still puzzling about more difficult matters. 

This way of thinking about feminism also increases its 
political power. Because the moral basis of egalitarian fem
inism is so simple, its aims are less likely to be disputed than 
are more fully blown political theories. Not many people 
are going to argue for the arbitrary advantage of men; as, 
indeed, is shown by the enormous trouble taken to rational
ize the position of women, by people _who want to maintain 
it, in terms of more acceptable principles. If the essence of 
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feminism is limi�ed �o its_ e�alitarian form no one has any 
excuse �or opposing tts frtnc1ples_; and once those are recognized, 1t becomes relatively straightforward to show how much remains to be done, and to expose the std· pery arguments of peol?l� who do not want to do it. An even people who a�e w1lhn� to_ express unconcern about justice fo� women will �nd 1t d1f�cult to d�fe°:d the continuing existence of any kinds of belief and pre1udice whose effect is to override whatever values they do profess. •0 

Regarding the egalitarian part as the whole of feminism is politically powerful in another way as well, in making it clear why there is a continuing need for the movement, and why it cannot be subsumed under any other campaign. In particular, it focusses feminism in a way that deflects the persistent attacks of the People people, who keep ( rhetorically) wanting to know why we should have a women's movement, rather than a people's movement that would be concerned with everybody. If the nature of egalitarian 
feminism is properly understood, it is clear that feminism is 
necessary not because women are of special importance, nor 
even because you have to start somewher� and �h!s is as_ good 
a place as any, but simply becaus� there 1s a distinct kind ?f
injustice suffered by women, wh1c_h cann?t �e anal>-:sed 1n
terms of any other. 41 General ques�1�ns of Justice, which are
relevant to everybody, are not fem1n1st; the problems about 
the arbitrary treatment of women, h?wever, are sepa�ate, 
and justice will never be achieved until they are recognized 
and solved on their own. . · II h. dTh · l e thing tha t 1s really lost tn a t 1s, an ere 1s on Y on f f · · · h · · h h . h .d h the scope o em1n1sm 1st e putting rig tt at 1s t e 1 ea t a t . · ho see feminism as the essencef h. To f em1n1sts w o
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among many, let alone whose importance among those 
many is as open to debate as any other matter of political. . . 
pnonnes. 

This does matter, very much, because feelings and attach
ments always do matter. •2 Nevertheless, it must be admitted 
that this is just what this argument has been about. My own 
perception is that the view of feminism presented here 
makes very little difference to its substance, and that most 
radical feminist ideas could, with virtually no loss, be 
translated into these terms. On the other hand, the implica
tions for large parts of feminist literature, and for the feel of 
the movement and the emotions behind it, may be consider
able. 

My hope must be that, if all these arguments are right, the 
recognition of how much feminism has to gain through this 
different perception of what it is may itself change those 
feelings. 
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something like this reason; I a°! incre�singly under the i�pres
sion that this matter of men s feeling redundant might be
extremely serious. What is out of the question, however, is
that they should keep anything resembling their traditional

territory. See note s, above. 
11 It should be emphasized that none of these arguments is meant

to imply that the continued existence of the imposed spheres is 
a simple result of male power over women. They are perpetu
ated by deeply entrenched conventions and beliefs, which are 
followed and held to a large extent by women as well as men. 
To understand the traditional subjection of women in this way 
is to recognize that there is no need to claim that individual men 
treat individual women badly. 

13 See e.g., Amnesty, 59, Jan./Feb. 1993, Amnesty International 
British Section, London. 

14 A. Lake (1975), 'Are We Born into Our Sex Roles or Pro
grammed into Them?', Woman's Day, January 1975, pp. 14-
5, quoted in Oakley, Subject Women, p. 96. 

15 P. Goldberg (1968), 'Are Women Prejudiced Against Wo
men?' Transaction, 5, no. 5, pp. 28-30, quoted in Oakley, 
Subject Women, p. 126. 

Appendix 2 The Great Gulf of Feminism 
1 Greer, The Female Eunuch, p. 296. 
2 It may be argued that this is itself a specifically liberal principle, 

and if so I have no interest in· disputing the matter. It is still 
quite distinct from the rest of liberalism, and can be held by 
someone who rejects the rest. 

3 This is potentially misleading, because 'double standards' can 
mean different things. Here I mean specifically what has just 
been described: differential treatment that is anomalous in the 
sense of not being justifiable in terms of general principles 
otherwise prevalent. 

4 I shall be using the term 'egalitarian feminism' technically, to 
ref er only to the position described here, and not to imply any 
other kinds of egalitarianism. An egalitarian feminist is not, as 
such, committed either way on how much equality there 
should be in society in general, or even about how equal the 
sexes should actually be. 

5 At least, it is more radical in the literal sense of going for two 
lots of problems at the roots. It does not follow that the results 
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must be more radical in the inaccurate, colloquial sense of
causing more visible disruption. The combination of the two
might in principle produce le�s disruption than either alone,
depending on what they each involved. 

6 This topic is discussed supra, pp. 136 ff., and in the previous article, passim. 

7 See previous article, p. 382. 
8 This slightly extends the original claim that the business of egalitarian feminism is to dislodge the preconceptions about women and their place that worked to the arbitrary advantage of men. Preconceptions about other things - such as working practices - that have the same effect also need to be dislodged. 
9 I shall use the term 'radical' for the kind of feminism that wants to change the status quo at the foundations rather than just seeking equality within it, though not entirely happily because quite a lot of the policies commonly thought of as radical come into my egalitarian category. The £ amiliar terms do not map properly on to the classification being argued for here; if they did, there would be no need for a different classification. 

10 Stephen, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, p. 196.
11 Spender, Man Made Language, p. 103.
12 Jaggar, Alison, 'Feminist Ethics: Some Issues for the Nine

ties', journal of Social Philosophy, 20-21, 1989, pp. 91-107.
1 3 There is a sense in which this illustration makes the point 

particularly well, because Rawls's theory i� a very specific o�e, 
and there is no need for the purposes of this argument to chum 
that it is the most generally accepted theory. Ok�n's point �oes 
not depend on any claim_ ab?ut how rep�e�entattve_Ra�ls 1� of 
prevailing views. Th� point 1s that th� ong1nal, egahtanan kind 
of feminist criticism 1s that some policy show_s a �ref �rence ?f 
me that is arbitrary in the sense of �ot being JUsttfiable in 
t 

n 
f any general principles otherwise used by whoever iserms o d h k. d . b . . . . 

recommending the policy, an t e new 1n 1s a out cr1t1c1z1ng 
h al Principles appealed to. It does not matter how t e gener - th d' · · · b l he views in question are; e 1st1nct1on 1s etween Preva ent t b d f , · · k. d £ criticism that may e ma e o anyone s pos1t1on.two in s o  . 

b 
J J Urnal 01' Social Philosop y, 20-21, p. 104. 14 aggar, o 'J 

15 Ibid., P· 104· . {'YI 8 d · . h S bjectwn O women, p. 3 an passim. 
16 Mill? � e 

k� The Sexual Life of Savages in North-Western17 Mahno�s 1, 

Melanesia. 
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1s Feminist Epistemologies, eds Alcoff and Potter, p. 11.

19 Ibid., p. 13. . · 
10 e.g. in Feminist Epistemologies, eds Alcoff and Potter, p.

4· 

11 Supra, footnote 11.

11 Feminist Epistemologies, eds Alcoff and Potter, p. 91. 
2.3 Ibid., p. 91. 
14 See previous article, pp. 360-65, ff. 
2. 5 This needs clarification. I am not claiming that ethical theories

are arrived at in empty space and then applied to the real world; 
moral reasoning typically proceeds by looking at the implica
tions of candidate theories, and regarding intuitively unaccept
able implications as prima facie reasons for rejecting the 
theory. Any assessment of normative ethical theories must, 
therefore, involve looking at their implications for women; 
and any discounting of bad implications because they were 
only women's would be a serious subject of egalitarian femi
nist concern. But that only means counting the effects for 
women in the same way as any other effects are counted. It 
cannot mean that because some result is bad for women, or less 
good for women than men, the theory must be wrong; all 
ethical theories have worse implications for some people than 
others, and to accept an ethical theory on the grounds that it is 
best for you is simply to abandon ethics and go for self interest 
- which, as I have said, is not for many feminists the idea
underlying feminism.

2.6 Okin, Justice, Gender and the Family, p. 15. 

2.7 This allows for the sake of argument that ideas of this kind can 
even be made coherent. 

28 It may well be asked where these fundamental theories are 
supposed to come from, and what sort of justification can be 
giv:en �or them. This is a question that usually arises at this 
point 1n the argument, and seems to be (in practice) redolent 
y.rith the threat of radical scepticism. Fortunately, however, it 
1s not a challenge that needs to be met here. All I am claiming is 
that whatever the answer is, it lies beyond feminism; and that 
conclusion is not affected by the threat that there may be no 
answers at all. In fact the immediate problem of finding such 
justifications lies not with �h� critic wh? is claiming_ that they
cannot themselves be f em1n1st, but with any f em1nist who 
wants to make positive claims about the way things ought to 
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be. Anything that is said about misguided attitudes to women 
must presuppose that answers have been found to these funda
mental questions, otherwise there can be no criterion for 
recognizing what is misguided. If we have no general standards 
for what counts as knowledge, we cannot claim that women's 
knowledge has been systematically underestimated. The 
radical sceptic can make no positive claims about feminism 
at all. 

19 Note that this is equally true about the minimal principle that 
men's interests should not be given more weight than women's 
as an end in itelf, which I have offered as the effective basis for 
egalitarian fem in ism. That has no feminist justification either. 
Anyone who rejected it would be immune to even the simplest 
arguments about the injustice of women's position - and, 
probably, to most kinds of moral argument. What makes that 
principle different from others, however, is that - mainly 
because it is so minimal, and in itself implies nothing positive 
about what values, standards and social arrangements there 
should be - it is effectively uncontroversial. People who 
def end the traditional position of women go to great lengths to 
avoid seeming to appeal to the idea that men's interests should 
be given preference over women's, and this is why arguments 
that appeal only to that ideal have such power. As soon as you 
get into more substantive theories, that do have on their own 
specific implications for policies and actions, there is inevitably 
more scope for controversy. 

30 Ex h-ypothesi not just fo� women . S�n:ce th� t�aditional in
equality of women overnd�s '!'ny pos1t1v� pnnc1ples, anyone 
who wants any positiv� l?nnc1ples at all 1mple�ented sho�ld 
support egalitarian fem1n1sm. But_ the �eans of 1mplement�ng
the principles properly is t? J:>Ut things nght for women, which
is why the matter is a f e�t:iit �ne. . . 

31 'Her' is of course techn1c 
h

Y. 1nap
al

pr�pbnate

f 
1�

h
most of this. feminists can on t 1s an ys1s e o e1t er sex, and itessay since .k. 'h. , uld robably have been �ore s�n 1ng to put 1s . Howeverwo 

ll P ly note ( once again) this unsolved problem, and notI sha mere h h try to do anything f urt er ere. 
th k. d f . f r that matter, can any o er in o pnnciple-based32 Ne1�h�r, 0 

or any kind of in�ellectual argu ment. Whateverf em1n�srn, claim about this, they cannot keep to it for£emin1sts rnaybed in the original first chapter of this book Thi reasons desert . s 
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is just a mistake, probably caused by mistakes about male
rationality. 

3 3 See e.g. Elizabeth Grosz, 'Bodies and Knowledges: Feminism 
and the Crisis of Reason', in Feminist Epistemologies, eds 
Alcoff and Potter, pp. 187 ff. 

34 Elisabeth Y oung-Bruehl, 'The Education of Women as Philos
ophers', in Reconstructing the Academy, eds. Minnich, O'Barr 
and Rosen£ eld, p. I 3. 

3 5 See previous article. 
36 Grosz, 'Bodies and Knowledges: Feminism and the Crisis of 

Reason', in Feminist Epistemologies, eds Alcoff and Potter, p. 
209. The paragraph from which this is taken is worth quoting
in full. It refers to the work of another feminist, Luce Irigaray:

Irigaray's work thus remains indifferent to such traditional values 
as 'truth' and 'falsity' (where these are conceived as correspondence 
between propositions and reality), Aristotelian logic (the logic of 
the syllogism), and accounts of reason based upon them. This does 
not mean her work could be described as 'irrational', 'illogical', or 
'false'. On the contrary, her work is quite logical, rational, and true 
in terms of quite different criteria, perspectives, and values than 
those dominant now. She both combats and constructs, strate
gically questioning phallocentric knowledges without trying to 
replace them with more inclusive or more neutral truths. Instead, 
she attempts to reveal a politics of truth, logic and reason. 

37 It will perhaps be apparent that the arguments of this paper do 
not apply only to feminism. The same problems arise in the 
context of race and class. 

38 Mill, The Subjection of Women, p. 2.

39 Chapter 1, p. 49. 
40 This is a point I was groping after in this book, in the argument 

that women got an unfairly small share or an unfairly small 
whole (p. 143). That is indeed (as the chapter argues) what 
happens if you have discrimination in work against a bac�
ground of liberalism. But that is just a specific case; the point 1s 
in fact general. Whatever principles you think ought to be 
implemented, having them overridden by anomalous treat
ment of women means that they will themselves be less well 
fulfilled and that women will be arbitrarily worse off. Disad
vantaging women in this way has a cost in terms _of whatev�r
else is supposed to be being achieved, as well as being wrong 1n
itself. 
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41 Women can, of course, suffer - both as individuals and as
women - other kinds of injustice as well; they may suffer from 
the prevalence of general unjust principles as well as, or instead 
of, failures of impartiality. But in that case there is no need for 
a separate feminist campaign; the injustices to women are part 
of more general injustices. I think this differentiation is ex
tremely important for the sorting out of feminist theory; its 
implications are considerable, and have not even been hinted at 
in this article. 

41 For a related discussion see p. 5 1.




